1. Read only once Chapter 1 of ThinkCS Python, The Way (zen!) of the Program. Do exercise 1. Bring to class on paper 75-150 word report, written in proper English, about what you found. The URL is
   http://www.greenteapress.com/thinkpython/thinkpython.html

2. Study Chapter 3 of Kumar, pages 44-middle of 46.
The URL for Kumar is
   http://wiki.roboteducation.org/Learning_Computing_With_Robots

3. Study Chapter 3 of ThinkCS Python (yes, SKIP chapter 2) up to page 21.
The above is due Monday. The 75-150 word reports will be collected and grades. Expect a Quiz and then more Robot play, using features you studied.

4. Study Chapter 3 of Kumar from the middle of 47 (yes, SKIP one page) to 49, then 57 to 63. Read also the Myro and Python reviews and be ready to USE that material in the new programs you will right.

Step 4 is due Wednesday. Expect a Quiz and an in-class exercise to using the Myro and Python features in the reading in your own program.